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Introduction
•

Word learning: A prerequisite for infants to build a
lexicon for word learning is the ability to segment
words out of the speech stream (e.g., Brent &
Siskind, 2001; Jusczyk and Aslin, 1995).

•

Background: Behavioral studies suggest that
infant’s segments words more easily in CDS (childdirected speech) than ADS (adult-directed speech)
(e.g., Fernald, 2000; Thiessen et al., 2005).

Results

Methods
•

Procedure: We derived phonetic input from
phonemic corpus by applying a set of phonological
rules by using KoG2P (Hong et al., 2018). After
then, we employed 9 word segmentation models
through WordSeg (Bernard et al., 2019). Model
performance was measured by comparing the word
boundaries in the original input sentence with the
word boundaries generated via each model.

•

Does CDS have a segmentation advantage over
ADS?

Figure 6: Token F-scores obtained by each algorithm for CDS and ADS.

•

Previous research on statistical segmentation:
•

Statistical modelling for CDS segmentation
advantages

Figure 3: The overview of research process

•

Research question: Is there CDS advantages
over ADS in the statistical segmentation of words in
Korean?

Results
•

Figure 7: Result of linear mixed effects regression models to statistically test
the difference in the f0 ratio by registers and units

Characteristics of our CDS vs ADS data

•

Which corpus properties have an effect on the
segmentation advantages CDS?

Methods
•

Data: Ko corpus containing 35 mothers freely
interacting with their own children for about 40
minutes. The same corpus also contains ADS in
which the mother talks to their family members and
experimenters for about 10 minutes(Ko et al., 2020).

Figure 4: Characteristics of the ADS and CDS portions of the corpus by
phoneme input and phonetic input.

Figure 8: Result of linear mixed effects regression models to investigate the
relationship between model performance and the corpus properties.

•

Conclusion & Discussion
ü CDS has a significantly greater advantage in
word segmentation than ADS.
ü Properties of CDS that lead to segmentation
advantages include the following:

Figure 5: Results of statistical analysis, t-tests measuring feature differences
across CDS and ADS in phonetic form.

Figure 1: The pictures show the environment of the apartment where the
data were collected and the hand-coded transcriptions.

•

Statistical word segmentation models: We used
9 word segmentation models through Python, by
adapting functions provided by WordSeg (Bernard
et al., 2019).

- Shorter word-length and utterance-length
- Greater proportion of one-word phrases
- Greater ratio of repetition (MATTR)

ü The utterance length of ADS is longer than CDS.
ü The MATTR (i.e., moving average type to token
ratio) is high in ADS compared with CDS. This
indicates that ADS has more types of words than
CDS in a fixed window of 20 words.
ü At the last, the proportion of hapaxes is high in
ADS compared with CDS, which means that the
portion of words that are used only one time in
the corpus is higher in ADS than in CDS.

•

Future directions
ü Examine the role of sound symbolism and word
play in segmentation.
ü Control of corpus size with additional ADS
corpus.
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